1. Adam's Curse by William Butler Yeats, read by Phil Schempf
2. Approach of Winter by William Carlos Williams, read by Winston Tharp
3. At Cape Schank by James Lister Cuthbertson, read by Algy Pug
4. Broken Dreams by William Butler Yeats, read by Peter Thomlinson
5. Butterfly Laughter by Katherine Mansfield, read by Colleen McMahon
6. The Candle by Katherine Mansfield, read by Colleen McMahon
7. A Christmas Sunbeam by Annie C. McQueen, read by Rapunzelina
8. The Clerk of the Weather by T. W. H. Crosland, read by Bruce Kachuk
9. At The Closed Gate of Justice by James David Corrothers, read by Mike Overby
10. Contentment in Nature by John Kendrick Bangs, read by Larry Wilson
11. The Death of the Old Year by Alfred, Lord Tennyson, read by Phil Schempf
12. December by Christopher Pearse Cranch, read by Tomas Peter
13. A Denial by Elizabeth Barrett Browning, read by Newgatenovelist
14. Ding Dong Bell by Walter Crane, read by Emma Rose
15. A Dream Of Death by William Butler Yeats, read by ChadH94
16. Eat What's Set Before You by Frank R. Heine, read by Bruce Kachuk
17. The Edition de Looks by John Kendrick Bangs, read by Larry Wilson
18. Fear Not by Frank R. Heine, read by Bruce Kachuk
19. Frightened by Helen Leah Reed, read by Kudrma
20. Frost at Midnight by Samuel Taylor Coleridge, read by Peter Thomlinson
21. The Haunted Tram by P. G. Wodehouse, read by Dale Grothmann
22. On His Love by Gaius Valerius Catullus, read by Craig Campbell
23. How doth the little by Lewis Carroll, read by Dale Grothmann
24. Initiation by Rainer Maria Rilke, read by Phil Schempf
25. I Travelled Among Unknown Men by William Wordsworth, read by Paul Brian Stewart
26. Jabberwocky by Lewis Carroll, read by Dale Grothmann
27. January by William Carlos Williams, read by Winston Tharp
28. Joy and Use by Coventry Patmore, read by ChadH94
29. Look Not to the West by Cale Young Rice, read by KevinS
30. The Mental Traveller by William Blake, read by Sonia
31. My harp to me bring by John (of Ledaig) Campbell, read by Sonia
32. My Last Duchess by Robert Browning, read by Richard Auty
33. The Oblation by Algernon Charles Swinburne, read by Newgatenovelist
34. Old Jim Crow by Unknown, read by Mike Overby
35. The One And The All by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, read by Craig Campbell
36. The Querrel by Katherine Mansfield, read by Colleen McMahon
37. The Sad Shepherd by William Butler Yeats, read by ChadH94
38. Satisfaction on Reading "Not One Dissatisfied" by Walt Whitman
39. Shall Race Hatred Prevail? (excerpt) by Adeline Carter Watson, read by Mike Overby
40. Silent Songs by Richard Henry Stoddard, read by Paul Brian Stewart
41. Snow by Muriel Ciolkowska, read by Tomas Peter
42. Sonnets by Michael Madhusudan Dutt, read by Newgatenovelist
43. The Stolen Child by William Butler Yeats, read by Torhewing
44. When men were all asleep by Robert Bridges, read by Sonia
45. The Wild Swans at Coole by William Butler Yeats, read by Peter Thomlinson
46. Will O’The Wisp by Swinburn Saint Swihaine, read by Craig Campbell
47. The Windhover: To Christ Our Lord by Gerard Manley Hopkins, read by Tobias Lochsley
48. Winter Trees by William Carlos Williams, read by Winston Tharp